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/. Bilingual:education is a: relatiVely, new, or at:least "reborn'

educational endeavor .which has a great .deal of potential for,-.effeting .chan=.

ges, not only in the way children learn and perfoi-m; but ona broader perspect
.

ive as well. .In order to effect these changes, however the road we travel

must' be a new one, not the well-worn road of the past. This paper-will ad-

dress one OarifOler:,:asPct of this endeaVor:. '.the::rote of tnetqacher in .de-

veloping aurriculum for the bilingual classroom.,

BilinguaI'programs and schOols have been operating in this country

for a relatively ,short time, mostly since the late 60s and early 70s. The

ESEA Title Vil law was passed in 1968; thereafter, demonstration projects through-

out the country were funded, thus spurring the expansion of bilingual education.

This law, however-, was not simply.given to Puerto Ricans and Chicanos on a silver.

plattdr. Rather, it was the result of intense struggle by Latino community groups



onal opportunity for their children. From polite dialogue to

noisy .and In

bilingual educa

school. syste

takeTovers and, pic%ets in front of local boakis of education,

was the demand of those who were fed up with unresponsive

It'qi important to keep these roots in mind in developing- our
,

perspective -erning the bilingual education movement.

Title V11 devoted most of Its monies at first to teacher preparation

in- service was the first priority) bect.use most teachers had not Oen- trained,

in the field. Community involvement also became a priority, for obvious reasons

This resulted in community training programs as well as in para-professional

straining and hiring,:a,mong other programs. Later on, curriculum and materials

developiient ;-rojects were funded. ,These were, nevertheless, very few and regard-
t.

ed as. "dercinstritibp' projects." The problem that teachers had and_ continue to

have becomes.leiyi-Clear: if you have no previous training in the field and no

curriculum avir,lable, how,..lo you go about creating both curriculum and materials

that are retp nsive to the tone of the historical development of bilingual pro-:

grams as'.,we ps to the interests and experiences of the students involved?

This is hot to say that curriculuin is not now available. On the cone

tra4, one Li amazed at the number of curricula and the variety of materials now

available from comercial sources. These, however,' are for the most part inap-

propri/ate for bilingual classrooms for reasons which will be pointed`out later.

This paper Will attempt to suggest guidelines for defining the role of

teachers in developing curriculum for bilingual classrooms ,Before this romancan

materialize,showever, teachers should have'developed certaira":skills and perspect-.

fives__. These will also be discussed. Finally, strategies for-teacher initiation



and development of bilingual curriculum-will be recommended.

'Before proceeding further', assumptions which guide this paper will "Ye

made explicit. First, it is assumed here that teachers,together with the corn-

triunity and students, are the ones who can best develop and guide the curriculum.

process. 'Becatise teachers are constant and close contact 'with theirstudents,1
t

their role in curriculum development should be central. This close contact with/

students should result in, increased sensitivity and awareness on the part of tea-

chers. Granted that this may not always be the case. Nevertheless, it is im-

portant to start with thispremise and then later facilitate mechaniSms for de-
.

veloping awareness.

A second assumption is that curriculum is most effective when it speaks

to the real.. interests and need's of the students. This implies that teachers

alone cannot-be effective in developing curriculum. Before attempting to do so.,
.

they must first find out student needs and interests, whether through interaction,
'

observation, or direct consultatiorywith students.. ,,"

It follows, from the above, that pre-packaged curricUla are fnagaro-

priate for most bilingual classrooms. Ne dless to say, those "who develop such

curricula are either Unaware of or unwilli to inClude the paiticular realities

of these particular ch

cula are thus standardi d-in an attempt to handle all children in all class-
dren in this. particular cle'ssroom. Pre-packaged curri>.___

-Th:rms: the result i s that,they'deai with none `of them in any meaningful way.

Further pre-packaged curricula usually deftn not only the coptent to

be "covered," but also the very _methods to be ernrivloyecL This -negates both.the
.;

treative--talents- of the teacher_as.. wel 1 _.as _the...input. of the children_ Everything
7 ,

is



fi,,
, ,/.

is haM4dand:claSsifiejOfein,,the only role forchildren and: teachers is that.

of executing a. well. laid-out but sterile plan.

'.a

Anotber"disadvantage Of using pre-Packaged, curriculum concerns its

-- origins. Many tiMes,-these curricula are dirett.translations of traditiohal

ones. They tonsequently'haye as much meaning for bilingual classrooms as the

same. curricula in English. Even if they are not dire translations, they -are

so. standardizedtO include all SpaliSh-sOeiking groups that they.are.either

, confusing or ladking in depth for most children,

When considering the origin of curriculum; we should also consider

the class origin. Evidently commercial enterprUes like publishing companie$

are not politically neutral. Thus, they represent certain class interests.

These, interests are not those of the-communities served by bilingual classrooms.

This is therefore a question that must be'dealt wfth in order to avoid develop-

.ing curriculum that is both irrelevant and alienating. t.

And; finally, this paper assumes that.all currfculum.must have an

emergent' character. By this is meant that it,must have the lexibility.to al-

low for both objectives and learning experiences that result from the planned

curriculumbut are not expressed within in. This characteristic facilitates

student input and creativity'as well as spontaneous experiencesz° The rigidity

of most programs is avoided Oen emergent curriculum is built into the structure.

Emergent curriculum provides for vitality and change. For bilingual classrooms

this is viewed as important because of the necessary interaction betvieenthe

school and the community.
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PREPARATION OF TEACHERS FOR A ROLE IN.,CURRICULIOCDEVELOPMENT'..

Before teachers can assume a central role in the curriculum' develop-

ment- process, they must have developed certain critical skills. This paper

will propose two of these: (1) skills in curriculum development; and (2) a

critical consciousness. Alpough thej-e'are probatily other .skillsthat are

important, these two are essential iffbeir role is to be a central one It

is hot the pdrpose of this paper to formulatean exhaustive list of curriculum

development skills. Rather, I,will attempt:to give a basic framework in which

cfrriculum can be viewed.

First teachers should be, aware of curricutum,development as a method .

for making decisions. Teachers,- being:. the least consulted professional group
. _

in curriculum projects, have very often not developed this perspective. They

therefore -think that curriCulum just is It is because it should be: Neither

overall objectives nor criteria for educatfonal experiences are -questioned. If

they think about the source 'of curriculum at all,: .they may be aware that subject

matter specialists have developed it (and, they assume, rightly so, for they are
-*-

the experts). Only by developing this awareness can teachers then realize that

if curriculum dev opthent is a decision-making,';p.rocess; they toi) can make these



decisions. The appropriateness of their role in the process thus becomes clear.

Consequeutly, the appropriateness of others in the process also becomes'evident..

It is at this point that teachers become aware of curriculum development as an

interaction ofigroups,with similar interests.

Secondly, teachers should deVelop.the skill of.observing and percetv-,

4.ing the dynamics of children in their classrooms. Subtle chnges, group inter-

actions, and emerging interests can in this way be iftluded" as a vital part pf

the curriculum. In bilingual classrooms this is of particular meaPins forltwo

,

reasons: first, the teacher can' include questions of cult ere as a fundamental,

not a superficial, part of the curritUlump and second, the teacher can plan for

different learning'styles represented in the class.

A third 'aspect. of curriculum development .skills that bilingual tea-
/

f

chers should-develop concerns the ability"to,perceive and make of the ,community

a valuable laboratory for the qurriculum. The culture of.the community, in its
v..41r

b7adest sense, should become the culture of the classroom. Up. to now, this has

been manifested as mothers cooking "arrOz con sandules" on Puerto Rican Day.

% What is proposed here goes far beyond this simplistic view of community,cillture.

What people do for a living; the kinds of Problems they face daily; their strug

gles for survival; their reactions to alienation; their friends; their enemies;

their life-styles; their generosity and their-prejudices: these are the reali-

ties that curriculum should speak, to.

And, fourth, teachers should develop skills inactual construction of

curriculum. Although this skill is a vital one, it is mentioned last because

it is-far easier to learn than the others Suggested, which impl); more of a sepsi



tivity to the environments .in and out of school. Once these are mastered, 'the

. .

technical.aspects of constructing lesson plans,, units
\\.

.low almost logically.

The second basic skill, namely, developing a -critical conictshess,

will be defined as developing an awt-eness ,of societal realities and problems

as emanating fro:1i people, not from a vacuum or from ideas. Thus; those with a

COtical consciousness are able to question the root4
causes of all. phenomena.

A bilingual teacher; to take one example, who is able to '`perceive the real rea-

sons for the '"failupeu Qf Puerto Rican children in schools as outside the chTld_

ren demonstrates a critical' awareneS-S of varied forces shaping society and hind-

,

eririg the accomplishments of Puerta Rican youth. These include clashing class.

interests, corporate `,profits colonialism, and ecological concerns, to name a

few. needless to say, \developing a critical consciousness is ' political act,.

for it has to do with queStions of power and powerlessness.

In de'veloping this consciousness, teachers must be aware oPtwo lev-,

and syllabi should foT--

els: the nature of the students and society as a whole. The ways, in which tea--

chers view studenti is implied in the first. Some manifestations of this criti-

cal consciousness are:

blaming the system, not the child, for school "failure"

- consequently, struggling to change the school system end other op-

pressive institutions , not thee children

acCepting and valuing the culture of the child, .in its broadest sense

- attempting to help\ children develop control over their own learning

(as a 'precursor tocontrollingjother parts: of their lives).

. '



On a.societal level; it is necessary that teachers develop a criti-,

cairconsciousneis forseveral reasons. First, although this ;paper is directed.

primarily at-Hispanic teadhers, they too,, just as their colieagu6S, have become., ,

if only in` economic terms, "middle class.." This means that they may now see the

world through different eyes and may 'in fact become_eien more oppressive than

some_outright racists (the "I-made-it" 'syndrome ts very strong) . This critical

consciousness, therefore, provides a "re-education" in political terms, of their' -,
4 ,

roots and, their painful experiences as .a ,545"sis for 'dealing with their/students/

For teachers who originally came from the petty bourgeois class, of course;; it.

.
is an education, period.

Another reason. for developing,this politicalfperSpectiie n a socie-
.

tal level is for teachers to become aware of their essential but limitel role

as .far as broad societal .changesare .concerned. I ealisti teachers perform no

service to Hispanic commities

Only realist& (al.though they:may certainl

kcly tire and liecome

be visi aries) 'concerned with .the

t Any real changes...1.-ittle,,,changceschildren and committed to struggle cane

effect bigger changes as more and more peo e .become involved in struggle on many

levels. The point is that heavy doses of humility and perseverance are necessary.

These cari come only througt; a cri

"ies.

cal awareness of society as inter-related, for-

1

finalTy, -developing a critical consciousness; both copitent and

curriculum itself are changed. 'Content,- s suggested by, teach--S'perceiv7

ing enomena in different stays from before (why; for eximple does a unit o

. .

;5v, Workers of the Community" always'Include smiling firemen and friendly policemen



;)
Why not factory workers and piragua makers? Why have we always learned, to take

another example, that Abraham Lincoln "freed' ..the slaye.s when in re E. ty people

are the masters of their own liberatio'n?) The fOrm, or methoti:bf implementing

also changed by this new,critical:,cons.O4ousness: Changes in form

sigpal changes in relationships among people. 4

These skills are interdependent ones that cannot be facilitated in a,

purely academicsetting. They are best` developeo through both theory and prac-

tice, through sharing ideas and struggling with ihem, through interaction koith

both children and

sary if teachers

classroom.

adults., The' process ais difficult one, but one that is neces-

are rovide any meaning fOrthe curriculum in a bilingual..:

%.
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STRATEGIES .FOR- TEACHER -INITIATION AM) OEVELORME:IT OF BILVIGUAt CURRi6utur4:.

fir

. - -

In attempting to proyi,de....some guidelines for teacher.ifivo ment

in the curriculum development pro.cess , a basic fiamework will be" pir-bposed'

here: working collectives in curriculum. conside'rations and recorrmen

dations will he based on this sthsture. 'By, a curriculum col 1 ttivrihs

meant a group .6f people, all of whoM shax:e' an interest. In. bilinguA educa-

tion and in the education. of %the children in they schbols. However, ~nod act.-.

ual-.participants are suggested ide.-from the logical ones of teacher arkd '
,

.

nts. The core 'group itsel afoul d deCide who should be part- of the col-,

ective. Thus.; it is concei able th.it bxl ingual 'curriCulum collectives

would. vary from school' to schoOl.

A curriculum collective also :implies equal access: to inform,ation-,

equal -control-of the process, .andequal respect within the group; (...at the

same time it assumes. that the overall objktives of the group are similar.

and that education is to ',be a liberating .6,xperience., These assumptiAns are

' based' on Ulf aforementioned roots of the bilingual education" Movement. For.

.

this reason, "curriculum co cti ve" was -(preferred to "curri cul commi ttee

e n t w o counts, turr it UM-commiltees fuhctton- within the already

7

existing structures of many school systems and yet have faile.d t



any meaningful role for those who should be most central. And second, "cur-;

.riculum committee" implies a passive, hierarchical and bureaucratic struc-

ture.. By changing language,.we can start changing perspectives.

Because teachers are in daily contact with the schools, the-child

ren, and the community; =their part as :a: catalytic agent for-forming these cur-

.riculum collectives can be a crucial one This would entail ,dentifying those

r

sectors soft community who are vital to the process; these, in turn, would

suggest others. It.wOuld be hoped that the structure of the collective be

fairly,flexible to provide for new forces from without to influence the group:

Thts'constani renovation., of the'collective would help make curricuiumitself

more dynamic.

Once-the collective was formed the members would have to decide on

a.course of action. Some prOiminary directions-might-be:/ Jorming a leii:ning

group ip curricuum deyelopment; starting a seminarin,bilinguai.e ation; de-

veloping stable lines of communication, with other teachers 'and the arger commu,

nity. Each of.these activities would help in defining the role of the-collect-

ive is a working, unit. This preparatory stage to curriCulum development is an

essential one- because it is groundedin dialogue of all the participants. Thus,

the .very structure of the group, the tasks it sets, for itself, and its politi-
.

cal perspective are all defined at this stage..

Following this prelithinary stage, other tasks would probably becom

evident. The first one concerns the division" of labor within the cortective.

Ai defining' the ,task, the group would be able to .divide the work up so that

it be. Manageable for all concerned. SOme tasks might be: determinins the
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needs of the learners; compiling data about appropriate content; identifying

community resources; developing learning experiences inside the school and

out; -integrating the curriculum areas, etc. These are, naturally, decisions

that would have to be made by the collective.' Probably all the members would

be involved in setting the priorities, the general goals, and the political

perspective of the curridulum. The other tasks could be divided as the group

saw fit. It would be contradictory, however, to the tenor, of bilingual curri-

culum dollectives to divide the tasks simply along professional/corm:unity

lines. It is hoped, for eXample, that teachers might be involved in tdenti

fying community 'resources and parents in compiling content data In Any

event, to eliminate the reinforcement of Old-stereotypes and to promote growth

of all Concern , a rotating division of labor would be ideal.

The lementation of the curricUlum, although largely in the hands

of .teachers,, could also:be influenced by,the collective. For example, orr

going meetings between the curriculum collective and other bilingual teachers

could be set up to compare and evaluate objectives,-content, and materials.

These meetings would also help determine the extent' to which the general goals

of the school are being met and the integration of curriculum froM grade to

grade. The role of the teachers would be a fundamental one, for they. would
.

not simply be carrying out orders. Rather, they would be interacting with

and influencipg the curriculum collective whtch, after ail, would be responsi-

ble to the larger community of parents and teachers. Thus the process would

be a reciprocal one.



Haw would curriculum be evaluated in a school with this structure?

Because it would be a dynamic curriculum, the assessment would have to be an

.on-going endeavor, every a built-in day- to-dafprocess. Thus, in teacber

ings with the curriculum collective as well as in community meetings ,nth the

bilingual curriculum collective, inforMation would be exchanged that would

shape the emerging curriculum. no curricular decisions could be made without

this evaluation because it would prove static and thus counter to the very.na-;

4

tore of the proposed curriculum for-biIingual classrooms. naturallx; this kind
_Aro

10 on-going evaluation of content and outcomes is a far more difficult one than

simply administering a pre-test and a post-test. At the same time, it is far

more relevant to the nature of the curriculum collective and to effective

emerging curriculum decisions that make schools more responsive to people.

In terms of evaluation of the bilingual curriculum collective it-

*self what is proposed. here is a process. of constant criticism and self-criti-

cism to determine growth and development 'of the group as well es to determine

the effectiveness of the methods followed. This would ensure that assessment

of the bilingual curriculum collectiveLbe an on-going venture and an eJer-per-

fectible one. At the same time, the critical consciousness of all members of

the collective would be developed through this process..
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CONCLUSIO1

This papehas provided some guidelines for defining the role of the
---.k

, .

.teacher as crucial 14,curriculum development for ibilngual programs. First,
.

I . '. A (

the reasons for the necessity of teachers in the xienion-making processwas

made'clear. . Then, a 6 iption of the skills necessary in order to assume-
k \

this role Was given. And f qally, a framework for setting up' and developing

Curriculum Within bilingtal curriculum collectives was.
.

Very fea, if any, bilingual programs function in a Collective manner.

Unfortunat61Y, the corporate enterprises have again taken over, thus violating

the very spirit of the struggle' for bilingual education. What is proposed here,
. .

is a return to power of those who dared to fight for and who won the right to a

decent education for Hispanic children. Bilingual teachers were involved in

this struggle.. Their role,C:therefore, is to stand with parents, children, and

others who are attempting t0 achieve the same objectives: a liberating educa-

tion based on the values, -culture, and experiences of Puerto Rican and other

.

Hispanic people.

'7....
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